
EPCevia   Dual,  the RIGHT stevia for instant beverage

EPCevia   Dual provides all-natural, sugar-like, zero calorie and high sweetness 
for instant beverage. 

Instant  beverage has  strict  requirements on the taste  and performance  of stevia. 
Firstly, high sweetness is needed to be achieved ( up to 7.5-8% sugar  equivalence, 
SE value). Secondly, the fixed dosage of beverage formulation makes it impossible 
to add extra ingredients to favour the performance of stevia. 

But for regular stevia products such as RebA 97, the sweetness is not high enough to 
reach 8% SE, therefore other sweeteners are usually used along with it to compensate 
the sweetness. And the off-taste of regular stevia products prevailing in high concent-
rations also needs to be covered by various flavours. Furthermore, the proteins in pro-
tein shake would also have impact on the taste expression of stevia. 

All these issues make it extremely challenging for developing stevia-based instant 
beverage. 

EPCevia   Dual, the new generation of stevia, provides a totally refreshing experience 
for instant beverage formulation. 
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Preparation:

1. Take iced tea lemon(7%SE) as an example:
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2. Take protein shake(8%SE) as an example: 
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EPC has developed a series of instant beverage formulations with applied EPCevia
Dual, in addition, customized products and technical service can be professionally 
provided to better support the stevia extract application.
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1. Metal ions
Metal ions are helpful for decreasing the 
lingering in instant beverage formulation. 
Although the taste difference is little, it can 
be detected. It’s better to use mineral water
to improve the taste impression. 

Technical tips for instant beverage:

2. Sweerness enhancer
The use of sweetness enhancer showed to 
improve the taste profile,  it boosts the sweet 
taste, reduces lingering and supports the fresh 
lemon taste in beverage. Dual + Sweetness enhancer 
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3. Others
Especially, Gum arabic and Malic acid take important parts 
in this recipe together with EPCevia   Dual. These ingredients improve the taste impression a lot.TM
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